
Circuit Court, S. D. New York. March 19, 1870.2

THE ELIZABETH ENGLISH.

[7 Blatchf. 180.]1

COLLISION BETWEEN SAILING VESSELS—LIGHTS.

Where, at night, and with a strong wind from the northwest, the true course of one vessel was
northeast by north, but she was in fact running northeast, close-hauled on the wind, and the true
course of another vessel was southwest, but, to prevent lee-way, she was in fact headed south-
west by west, and it was so dark towards the northeast that a vessel without a light could not
be seen at a greater distance than 50 or 60 feet, and it was so light towards the southwest that a
vessel without a light could be seen from 300 to 500 yards distant, and the latter vessel saw the
former vessel about one point on her lee-how, and about 300 yards distant, and the former did
not see the latter, but suddenly a light was seen by the former, over her lee-bow, to flash from
the latter, at a distance of 50 or 60 feet off, and the two vessels came into collision, the stem
of the former striking the latter on the port side, forward, and the owners of the latter sued the
former for the damage: Held, that the former was not in fault.

This was an appeal in admiralty from the decree of the district court [Case No. 4,359]
dismissing the libel, in a case of collision.

Charles Donohue, for libellants.
Erastus C. Benedict and Robert D. Benedict, for claimant.
WOODRUFF, Circuit Judge. On the night of the 16th of February, 1858, shortly

before nine o'clock, at sea, a few miles southeasterly from Absecom light, the schooner
Ella, belonging to the libellants, and the schooner Elizabeth English came into collision,
the stem of the latter coming in contact with the former on the port side, just abaft the
fore-rigging. The Ella was sailing on a course or bearing southwest by west, with a strong
wind from a northwesterly direction, and such bearing was kept, as alleged by the libel-
lants, although one point to the westerly of her true course, because of the leeway of the
schooner, her true course being southwest; and such lee-way is testified by all of the li-
bellants' witnesses to have been about one point. The officers and men on board of the
Ella saw the Elizabeth English when about 300 yards distant, and she appeared to be
about one point on the lee or port bow of the Ella, and they testified that they supposed
she would pass them on the port or leeward side. The night was not clear, but, towards
the south and west it was sufficiently light to enable them to see a vessel without a light,
as these witnesses, with some variance among them, testify, from three hundred to five
hundred yards distant.

The Elizabeth English was on a voyage to New York, and her true course was north-
east by north. Her master, who had been at the wheel, testifies that the vessel could not
get within one point of her course, and, therefore, was running northeast. When he left
the wheel, he gave the course to the man who took his place, northeast by north, by the
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wind, that is, as close to the wind as she would lie without shaking. The man at the wheel
also testifies to those instructions, and that he obeyed them.

It is, I think, established by the evidence, that to the north and east the clouds were
very black, and that, in the direction the Elizabeth
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English was sailing, it was so dark that a vesel without a light could not be seen at
more than a few feet distance—fifty or sixty feet—or, as inferrible from the testimony of
one of the witnesses, not the length of the schooner. At a distance of fifty or sixty feet
from the Elizabeth English, a light was suddenly seen to flash upon the eye, indicating the
proximity of a vessel; and her mate and two of her seamen testify, without contradiction
from any other witness, that the light was seen off the lee-bow.

How these vessels came together and through whose fault, if either was in fault, is
certainly in great doubt, upon the testimony. But it must be borne in mind that the li-
bellants have the burthen of proof, and must establish fault on the part of the Elizabeth
English, or they can have no decree condemning her for the damages sustained. They
insist, therefore, that, after they saw the Elizabeth English over their port bow, and had
concluded she would pass clear on their port side, she luffed, and that this caused the
collision; and so several of their witnesses testify. I am satisfied that, as to this, the pre-
ponderance of the evidence is to the contrary, and I think so without at all imputing to
these witnesses wilful misstatement. Seeing her off the port bow they had concluded she
would pass them, and thereafter, in the darkness of the night, seeing her coming nearer
and actually coming in contact, it seemed to their eyes certain that, after they first saw her
and formed their judgment of her course, she must have changed and did change. But, at
the time of her alleged luffing, she had no motive for luffing. She had not seen the Ella.
On the contrary, it would have been wholly in departure from her course and without
any cause whatever; and all the witnesses on board of her testify to the contrary. It is far
more probable that the witnesses who were on the Ella, misled by their previous judg-
ment, ascribed the near approach of the Elizabeth English to a luff, without which they
thought she would have cleared them, than that the witnesses on the Elizabeth English
have testified falsely, or are mistaken in denying that she made a manoeuvre which she
had no motive to make, and which would have delayed and hindered her in her voyage.
It is, however, not improbable, and, indeed, I think it rather the reverse, that, under the
instructions of her master, to keep her “up by the wind,” and “full and by,” she may, in
the endeavor to keep her true course, northeast by north, have drawn closer to the wind.
It is obvious that she must have made some lee-way, and so her bearing and her motion
through the water were not precisely coincident.

The next alleged fault imputed to the Elizabeth English, the want of a proper lookout,
is not proved. True, the man at the lookout was not produced, and his absence some-
where in Ohio is given as the reason. But the testimony of the claimant's witnesses, who
alone can testify on that point, is uniform, that one Bird was on the lookout; and the only
circumstance of any importance proved, that is supposed to show that he was not attend-
ing to his duty, is, that five or ten minutes before the collision, he passed the schooner's
light, which the wind had extinguished, to the steward. The Ella had already seen the El-
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izabeth English, the darkness at the north was such that the Ella could not then be seen,
the libellants' proof shows that the light exhibited from the Ella was not shown until al-
most the moment of collision, and the other proofs show that the instant it was exhibited
it was seen on board of the Elizabeth English.

Nor is it to be charged that the Elizabeth English was in fault in sailing, on such a
night, at the rate of five or six knots an hour, in an open sea. The darkness ahead would
no doubt suggest that the exhibition of a light would tend to her own safety, and, inci-
dentally, to that of any vessel approaching her. She had shown such light, and when it
was extinguished by the wind, she was active in relighting it for the purpose of continued
exhibition. It is obvious that even that temporary absence of her light did not prevent the
Ella from seeing her when some three hundred yards distant.

I am not able to discover any sufficient proof that the Elizabeth English was in fault,
and this discussion might here close my consideration of the case. But it is proper also to
say, that, in my judgment, the collision resulted from the mistake of those on board of the
Ella, in supposing that the other schooner would clear them; from their failure to observe
the darkness toward the north and east, by reason of which they no doubt assumed that
the Ella was seen by the other vessel as soon as such other vessel was seen by the Ella,
and by reason of which, in part, they failed to show a light till it was too late to be of
any use; and, also, from their failure to notice the gradual change of the wind towards
the north, which, so far as it gave freedom to their course, imposed on them the more
stringent duty to be vigilant to avoid the approaching vessel.

On the question as to how, in fact, the vessels were brought in contact, it seems to me
that the proofs are not so precise as to relieve either theory suggested from the character
of conjecture. That the luffing of the Elizabeth English, while the Ella kept her course,
might have brought the vessels together, is, undoubtedly, true. It is charged by the libel-
lants as the fact; but, as already said, I think it is not established.

That the falling off of the Ella from her course, just before the collision, might have
caused it, and, probably, did cause it, was the conclusion of the court below, in the face
of the denials of the witnesses on the Ella, and of the fact that she received the blow on
her port or lee side instead of on her windward
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side, which is argued to be inconsistent with that theory.
Having concluded that the Elizabeth English is not proved to have been in fault, it

is not very important that I should suggest a possible explanation of the disaster, quite
consistent with the view I have taken of the proofs. The bearing of the compass of the
Ella was southwest by west. Her actual movement, by reason of her lee-way, was at least
one point further south. It was her whole endeavor to keep her true course, southwest,
and she was headed southwest by west, in order to keep it. She saw the Elizabeth Eng-
lish one point on her lee bow, that is, she saw the Elizabeth English in the line of her
own motion through the water. And yet her master and men, who did not appear, when
under examination, to be very skilful or intelligent, assumed that, because the approaching
vessel was seen over their lee or port bow, her position was then to the leeward of their
actual course. This was not necessarily true, and, as I think, was not true. The Elizabeth
English, then, was seen by the Ella directly ahead, in the line of her progress, but not in
the line of her keel. As she approached, she would, of course, come nearer and nearer to
the Ella, and the men on that vessel, after the consultation at which they, judging by mere
appearances, had concluded that the Elizabeth English would clear, suddenly discovering
her very near approach, still on the lee bow, would naturally conclude that she had luffed.

For illustration, place two vessels on the same line of actual progress through the water,
one moving southwest or thereabouts, and the other northeast or thereabouts, the former,
in striving to keep her true course, bearing a little to the westward of such line, and the
latter, in like manner liable to lee-way, bearing a little to the northward of her line of
progress, each, keeping her own course, would see the other when such view became
possible, over her own lee bow. The testimony on this point is unequivocal and clear.
The witnesses on the Ella all agree that they saw the Elizabeth English at the distance
of about three hundred yards, about one point on their lee bow; and the witnesses on
the Elizabeth English all agree that, when they did discover the light on the Ella, they
saw it a little over their lee bow. On this point the witnesses must have known the truth
of their statements. It was testimony of a fact, independent of any manoeuvre of either
vessel, and I regard it as reliable. Now, this fact indicates just the state of things I have
suggested, and that the actual movement of the vessels was on the same line, or on lines
very nearly coincident, in reverse directions. This necessarily brought the vessels together,
and, when the light was shown on the Ella, it was too late for the other vessel to avoid
her. She ported her helm, but there was no time for her to fall off and pass the Ella. The
fact that the actual blow was received by the Ella not on her stem but a little to port, is
not inconsistent, but is in harmony, with this view; and if, in the very jaws of the peril,
and in the manifest alarm caused thereby, she came, however slightly, into the wind, all
of the appearances are fully explained. Even the statement of one of the witnesses from
the Elizabeth English, that the light seen on the Ella appeared to be coming west, does
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not materially affect this view. Its motion just before the collision would present the ap-
pearance of a light moving westerly.

It is not necessary to this view that the courses and bearings of the vessels should
be precisely such as the foregoing illustration assumes. The observations made at such a
time are, probably, not so precise that exact mathematical accuracy of the witnesses must
be assumed. A slight variation in that respect would be consistent with the result I have
stated, but I am brought to the conclusion that the collision occurred substantially in the
manner indicated.

I have thus far said nothing upon the question as to which one of the two schooners
had the wind free. That question has some influence on the imputation of fault to the Ella
herself; but, if the Elizabeth English is not proved to have been in fault, the fault of the
Ella will not affect the decree, there being no cross libel. In my judgment, the preponder-
ance of the evidence, irrespective of the log of the Wabash, offered in evidence, supports
the allegation that the wind, although from west northwest during a part of the day, and
for most of the time during the passage of the Ella to the place of collision, had, during
the evening, gradually changed to the northward, and that the Elizabeth English was close
hauled, while the Ella had the wind two or three points free; at least. This imposed upon
the Ella the duty of greater diligence, when she saw the Elizabeth English, to avoid her.

The decree must be affirmed.
1 [Reported by Hon. Samuel Blatchford, District Judge, and here reprinted by permis-

sions]
2 [Affirming Case No. 4,359.]
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